
 

 Steering Committee Meeting Minutes 

August 2, 2018  

Meeting Participants 

Committee Members 

 

  Nancy Beavin, Humana 

 Bill Beighe, Santa Cruz HIE 

 Hans Buitendijk, Cerner 

  Michael Hodgkins, AMA 

  Kevin Isbell, Kaiser Permanente 

  Leslie Kelly-Hall, Healthwise 

  Andrew Kling, Geisinger 

  Rob Klootwyk, Epic 

  Steven Lane, Sutter Health 

  Kathy Lewis, Surescripts 

  Tushar Malhotra, eClinicalWorks 

  Geoff Lay, GE Healthcare 

  Aaron Seib, NATE 

 Ryan Stewart, Dignity Health 

  Steve Bounds, SSA(Marty Prahl for Steve Bounds) 

Invited Subject Matter Experts and Carequality Support Team 

  Dave Cassel, Director, Carequality 
  Chris Dickerson, Program Coordinator, Carequality 
  Mariann Yeager, CEO, The Sequoia Project 
  Eric Heflin, CTO/CIO, The Sequoia Project 
 Didi Davis, Testing Programs Director, The Sequoia Project 
 Jennifer Rosas, eHealth Exchange Director, The Sequoia Project  
 Dawn Van Dyke, Marketing Director, The Sequoia Project  

 Kati Odom Bell, eHealth Exchange Implementation Manager, The Sequoia Project 
  Alan Swenson, Kno2 
  Morgan Knochel, OneRecord 
  Bill Mehegan, The Sequoia Project 

 

 



Meeting Summary 

Call to order 12:34pm EST 

Discussion Summary: Roll call was facilitated, and a formal quorum was established. The 

agenda was discussed.   

Decision/Outcome: The agenda was reviewed, and nothing was added. 

Action/Follow up: None. 

 

Agenda 

 Roll Call, Agenda Review  

 Admin Items  

– Meeting Minutes  

– Carequality Annual Meeting/Steering Committee In-Person  

 Carequality Implementer Application  

 Document Content Recommendations and Next Step  

 Push Notifications Use Case  

 Production Operations Update 

Administrative Items 

 July 5th meeting minutes were emailed to the committee for review. Kevin made motion 

to approve minutes. Second by Leslie. All in favor, none opposed.  

 July 25th Ad Hoc meeting minutes will be available for review at the next Steering 

Committee Meeting (Sept 6) 

2018 Annual Carequality Meeting 

 The 2018 Annual Carequality Meeting is going to be held October 25th and the 26th at 

the Gaylord National Harbor in Maryland. The registration is now open. 

Questions/Discussion: n/a 

Action/Follow up: n/a 

 

Steering Committee In-Person? 

 As discussed at the July 25th ad hoc meeting, we are planning in-person session for the 

Steering Committee for the afternoon of Wednesday, October 24th  

 We will provide more details as soon as possible 

Discussion Summary: n/a 

Questions/Discussion: Steven commented that there was an email regarding dates/times that 

may be confusing to the recipients about the dates.  

 Dave clarified that there is no overlap and all participants should be able to attend all of 

the meetings without issue. 



Action/Follow up: n/a 

 

Changes Made Due to Corporate Restructure and New Steering Committee Composition 

 Section 3.1 – Committee grows from 15 members to 18 members  

– Bullet II - added 2 new sub-bullets C and D  

– Bullet III – changed “remaining” from 7 to 8  

– Bullet III sub-bullet B – please review question being posed in comment and advise  

– With regard to minimum requirements section that begins on the bottom of page 4  

o Health plans and provider organizations to have 2 seats apiece  

– One seat from provider organizations to represent “small physician practices”  

o Changed Health care plans to Health plans  

o Changed Board Rep to be from Carequality instead of Sequoia 

Discussion Summary:  Dave commented that we talked in both meetings about increasing the 

size of the committee with the end results of the proposals is to have a net addition of three 

members, so that the committee goes from 15 to 18.  

 We are indicating that there should be at least two provider organizations, and is met by 

the current committee with one of the seats from provider organizations representing 

small physician practices. We also added a seat for health plans. We changed the Board 

representative from the Sequoia Board to the Carequality Board. I expect the changes to 

be timed appropriately for this to work with the newly seated steering committee 

members.  

 The additional representatives are of a consumer oriented industry effort or organization 

and this is distinct from the seat representative in the interest of patients and also we 

have an additional representative for the interests of consumer facing application 

developers.  

Questions/Discussion: Dave asked what the group thought about the technology vendors and 

whether we would consider that application developer to be one of those fives representatives 

or if we would put them in a different category.  

 A member responded that if the representative for the interests of consumer facing 

applications developers is themselves a technology vendor, then it would make sense 

that they would be counted in both of those slots.   

 A member commented that we know it is state and regional HIE's, but also national 

health information exchanges to include CommonWell and eHealth Exchange and 

potentially other exchanges.  

 Dave responded that this was an addition last Summer when reviewing composition 

where we felt that we did not have representation from the state and regional HIE group. 

Whereas implementers and networks has been a member throughout, and there are 

certainly are others who can speak to CommonWell's interests to a degree and the 

eHealth Exchange. I am not against having a representative of networks specifically 

called out, but want to point out that it might be worth considering having those be two, 

separate bullets, so that we still retained that specific representation from the state and 

regional HIE community.  



 A member asked if we will have an explicit call-out for a national exchange or a national 

data sharing network with a guaranteed seat, that is separate from the state of regional 

health information exchanges.  

 Dave responded that suggestion was raised and SureScripts has historically had that 

viewpoint. If we think about the number of national networks, do we want to have a seat 

that might fall to one of SureScripts, CommonWell, or the eHealth Exchange. That may 

or may not be too narrow of a band of the possible holders of that seat.  

 A member commented you would need to clarify in writing about vendor networks that 

are national level.  

 Michael asked can we say either/or Two consumer/patient representatives?  

 Dave responded that these two could be combined to representative of the interest of 

patients  

 A member commented that a consumer facing app developer might not have any other 

development efforts going on versus a DHR vendor might have consumer app 

development as well.  

 Michael commented that is the app developer. But the notation on B is: “One 

representative that can specifically represent the interest of patients” and then C says: 

“Representative of consumer oriented industry app for the organization," distinct from 

that representing patients. We can say: Two representatives of the patient/consumer 

space.  

 Michael asked if anyone wanted to point out why it would be important to maintain a 

distinction between a patient representative and a consumer representative?  

 A member commented that we could combine B and C. This was an issue that came up 

over the last month. It is important to maintain the separation between PHR companies 

and developers and someone representing a patient, but we can combine B and C and 

still achieve the goal.  

 Michael responded that the two representatives that can specifically represent or speak 

to both consumer and a patient interest. We can delete C and then we still have a 

separate category for someone representing the interests of consumer facing application 

developers. Might that even also be consumer/patient facing application developers, or 

do we specifically want to keep that as consumer?  

 Dave responded that we were thinking in terms of patients when the OP & P was first 

written. The distinction was between the person who was representing 

patients/consumers and someone who would be more from an industry effort, but that 

may or may not be important.  

 A member commented that it can be research for patients, it could be a patient specific 

group, industry but broad is better.  

 A member commented that one representative category being patient advocates who 

are not embroiled with the industry goals of consumer facing application vendors. It is 

valuable to hear directly from patients what they really want.   

 Michael responded that on letter D, is it really limited to consumer facing application 

developers, or could this be as well patient facing application developers? 

 A member commented that it is synonymous for this document. Consumer is equivalent 

to patient. 

 Michael commented that the remaining eight representatives can be drawn from 

members or non-members to ensure balance of representation. At least five potentially, 

including counting members must be from implementers, but then it says at most five 



may be from technology vendors. Isn't it possible that implementers are also technology 

vendors, or are we very clear on the distinction? 

 Dave responded that it is very possible that implementers could be technology vendors. 

A large number of them are. The previous limitation there of five technology vendors 

represented one-third of the committee. If we increase the total number to 18 and count 

the representative of the consumer facing app developers as a technology vendor, 

would it make sense to increase that to six, so it remains a third and accommodates that 

additional consumer app developer? 

 A member commented that a person could wear two or three multiple hats. Are we then 

still expecting to have 18 seats if one person or people are representing multiple 

groups?   

 Dave responded that the way we have historically approached that, is once we have 

ticked off all the boxes, then we can fill in with others who are interested or have been on 

the committee in the past. Right now we should have one representative of provider 

organizations, for example. There are at least four provider organizations represented on 

the committee.  

 A member commented that it would be fine with a third of them being vendor community.  

 A member commented that if we are saying at most five or maybe at most six can be 

technology vendors, but we have six founding members and at least five implementers. 

What portion of implementers are vendors? What portion of founding members are 

vendors? Do we potentially run into anything there with the at least implementers and at 

least for founding members running into an issue with limiting the number of technology 

vendors? 

 Dave responded that we have not had an issue on that front with founding members. 

There are enough founding members, such as Kaiser, Dignity, AMA who are not 

vendors that that has not historically been an issue. It could be if we did not have 

participation from some of those founders continuing.  

 Kathy responded that SureScripts views itself primarily as a national network. 

 A member asked what is a vendor offering that a national network is not offering that 

makes them different?  

 Dave responded that a vendor is one that their primary business is the development and 

sale of software products, as opposed to deploying network services.  

 A member responded that a vendor has a software product that they host in the Cloud or 

deploy, but otherwise their primary revenue steam is not based on the network.  

 Dave commented that a vendor can also support network services like provide inter-

operability network services, but that is not their primary business. The nominating 

committee can reach conclusion there on specific applicants and that gets vetted by the 

full committee.  

 A member commented that the original discussion we had of having three 

representatives, because we could have a research organization that was focused 

primarily on patients and an app developer and then we have someone representing 

patients more broadly from the industry.  

 Dave commented that changes were made to section B and deleted section C. 

 A member commented that as we keep getting more and more Carequality 

implementers, it seems potentially limiting with then who the founders are and patient 

facing applications, et cetera, that it is limited to six being technology vendors.  

 Dave responded that is where we need to decide the direction we want to go. There 

needs to be a portion of the committee that can be represented by the implementer 



community. At the same time, the implementer community is not always representative 

of our Carequality community as a whole in terms of who the stakeholders are and we 

need to make sure we have the right balance. There is a potential limitation of the 

portion of the implementer community that would be on the steering committee.  

 Michael commented that we want to make sure that we have Carequality implementers 

on the steering committee and seems to be more important than how many technology 

vendors we have. If it says at least five representatives, the point is that we want at least 

five representatives who are Carequality implementers. The nominating committee can 

propose more than five implementers. 

 A member commented that getting five implementers or more seems simple, but we are 

then limiting the total of the overall for technology vendors to six.  

 Alan commented that the issue over the technology vendors that came up before. We 

want to make sure that we have implementers, but if most of the implementers are also 

technology vendors, do those, do A and B work against each other?  Would we then 

have to limit the number, because all those implementers were technology vendors?  

 Dave responded that it probably does make sense to bump that up to six. We would be 

able to fill plenty of implementer spots, while limiting to six vendors. That said, we, the 

overall points, should there be more representation is certainly a fair one to ask.  

 Alan commented that the charge to the nominating committee would be to make sure 

there is a good balance since the implementer community seems to be dominated by 

technology vendors. At least six have to be implementers.  

 A member asked what are we calling a technology vendor? What makes someone fall 

into that bucket, versus not, when they are a software company that makes technology 

and sells it.  

 Dave responded that it be a little bit more ambiguous, but that we can leave that to the 

nominating committee.  

 A member commented that when the nominating committee works, we need to decide 

the roles that need to be filled and as those roles are sealed, then when a person or an 

organization is designated to that role for example: "The role you are being nominated 

for is technology vendor. The role you are being nominated for is the network provider," 

simply identify the role this person is being selected for in this particular nomination.  

 Michael commented that we can let the nominating committee determine what 

organizations are the local vendors versus the technology vendor for the purposes of 

counting. If the technology community says they are struggling with this, we can make 

changes. Dave has added language now to reflect that if their primary business is 

technology, is as a technology vendor and this is sufficient. 

 A member commented that as we get applications for these six spots, there is still an 

opportunity to make sure we have covered a range of app developers and technology 

vendors within the selection.  

 A member commented that a third of the committee would be from a specific 

perspective, so it would be good to limit that and leave it up to the nominating committee 

to make sure we do that appropriately.  

Questions/Discussion: Dave commented that we did increase the requirements from one to 

two for provider organizations with the additional stipulation that one of the seats that represent 

the interests of small physician practices. We bumped up from one to two with respect to health 

plans and payers. This term of small physician practices that could be ambiguous.  



 A member commented that it would be good to have the addition of the small physician 

practice, but it might be the hard one to fill because they are busy and others in their 

office may not have a knowledge base around what we are about.  

 A member commented that providers and payers and value based payment come to 

more of a mature world, the distinction between who is a health plan and who is a 

provider seems to be graining out. If I was running an ACO, who would be my 

representative of these two groups? 

 Dave responded that if you were truly from your employer, your direct affiliation was to 

the ACO organization is typically is a business entity unto itself. Then, you would 

arguably be one of the health plan reps. Where, even if that ACO was fairly dominated 

by a particular provider organization.  

 Steven commented that an ACO is typically led by a provider group. It could be a 

hospital provider group or it could be an independent provider group. 

 Dave responded that if that is the case that the ACO would commonly be formed as a 

corporate entity as well and so there, in theory there could be someone who is truly a 

representative of that ACO as the separate entity.  

 Steven responded that the ACOs I have worked with are not organized as separate 

entities, but that might not be true across the country.  

 A member commented that they might have a different provider ID number or they might 

have a different entity number. The ACO is a, for instance, at least my organization the 

ACOs were a new corporate entity because of combined partners that were not 

associated with the health system. They had part payer/owners. It had part 

provider/owners. It had part health system/owners and was created as another new 

corp. 

 A member commented that the ones that we were involved in, didn't form new 

corporations, but we put together contracted providers, led by the provider groups.  

 Dave responded that it is more of a spectrum as opposed to a binary yes or no. It is 

going to be up to the nominating committee discretion to reasonably identify applicants 

who truly do represent the perspective of health plan.  

 A member commented that an ACO would not be representing health plans. 

 Dave commented that there is doubt that we would get someone who applied, who had 

claimed to be an ACO representative and should have that seat. People would typically 

identify themselves as being from a payer or they would identify as a provider.  

 A member commented that echoes the same thing with the difference between a 

consumer app vendor and a consumer organization vendor association.   

 Dave commented that changing to should instead of shall will give us more wiggle room 

and I will do a quick scan over the changes made here on the fly and make any 

corrections needed. We will ask for an email approval quickly, to get the application 

process fully under way.  

Action/Follow up: Dave asked for the group to have another ad hoc meeting in August to have 

another deep dive into Carequality's governance in the context of restructuring.  

 All approved, none opposed. August ad hoc meeting is approved. 

Meeting was adjourned at 1:58pm EST 


